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Editor
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escription

LESO-SIIADE allows the calculation of shading factors on any facade or surface (e.g. a window) of a building, caused
by the surrounding obstacles (other buildings, walls, trees), or by fixed solar protections. The software includes the
following component blocks:

The Scene Editor gives the user the possibility to define the complete geometric scene to be studied. The following
elements can be introduced in ttre scene: parallelipipedic buildings with flat roof, rectangular buildings with one-pane
tilted roof rectangular buildings with two-pane tilted roof, polygonal-shaped buildings with flat roof, walls, trees. The
trees can have an "activity period", specified as a month interval during which the shading is effective. The buildings
can include windows and fixed solar protections (overhangs, sidefins). The roof can have an overhang part, whose size
is specified independently for each facade.

The Three-Dimensional Display includes two possible views: a normal perspective view (the viewpoint can be chosen
by the user) allows a visual check ofthe geometric scene; a parallel view from the sun's direction (the month, day, hour
and the location can be chosen freely by the user) gives a visualisation of the building parts which are not in the direct
sunlight. For the latter view, the user can also choose an hour by hour animation during one full day.

The Calculation Module uses a Monte-Carlo algorithm. The calculation is done in two steps:
- The first one allows the evaluation of the shading factor hour by hour for direct solar radiation only. Since the solar
angles do not change drastically from day to day, this calculation, rather CPU-intensive, is done only a limited number
of days for each month (by default, once a month, but the user can choose another number).
- The second one allows the calculation of the shading factor with real climate data: for each day and each hour, the
result of the first step is used for the direct component of the solar radiation, and a simple solid angle consideration is

used for the diffrrse radiation.

The Output User Interface provides the shading factors, either hour by hour or as monthly average values. The shading
factors can be either output numerically, displayed as histograms, or written to a LESOSAI building file for taking the
solar shading into account in the thermal calculation of a building.

Technical ch aracteristics
Operating system

E Windows 95
B Windows 98
E Windows NT

l-l f|fhar.

u
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Mac OS
Mac * SoftWindows
Mac * PC board
Unix

CPA
Intel 486 or higher

Needed memory
16 MB

Needed disk space
10 MB
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Descripfion

LESO-COMFORT allows the evaluation of thermal comfort in a building. The user does not have to describe the
building to be studied from scratch. Instead, the building must be defned and entered using the LESOSAI software,
before starting to work with LESO-COMFORT, which is only used for defrning characteristics missing in a LESOSAI
building file. Therefore, the user need to have also LESOSAI in order to be able to run LESO-COMFORT.

The thermal comfort is evaluated by simulating the inside temperatures in function of the time, during the period for
which the comfort has to be evaluated, and then deriving comfort histograms, using Fanger's formalism. Actually, the
software is essentially a user-friendly interface towards a classic dynamic simulation program, hidden from the user.

The software includes the following component blocks:

The Building Editor allows the user to introduce the additional data needed to carry on a dynamic simulation of the

building, starting from a LESOSAI building file (.BLD), i.e. wall, roof and floor characteristics (from a library of
elements), thermal zone characteristics (occupancy, heating/cooling, air change, artificial lighting), and global building
characteristics (simulation time, heating/cooling seasons).

The Calculation Engine includes two blocks: a program translating the completed .BLD file into a file following the

simulation program input format, and the simulation program itself (PASSIM, a simulation software written at LESO-
PB in the framework of IEA research projects).

The Output User Interface allows the user to get the results of the simulation in a convenient way. The priority has been

given to graphical output, in the form of x/t diagrams (one or several variables plotted in function of simulation time)
and histograms (repartition of variable values into classes). The following variables are available, either as x/t or
histogram display: the air temperature for all zones, the radiative temperature for all zones, the equivalent index

temperature ("comfort temperature") for all zones, the PMV (Predicted Mean Vote from Fanger's formalism) for all
zones, the PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied Persons from Fanger's formalism) for all zones. Additionally, in
"expert mode", any variable from simulation output is also available (radiation, heat gains, heating or cooling power,

wall temperatures, etc).

T e c h ni c al c h ar acteristic s
Operating system

EI Windows 95
EI Windows 98
E Windows NT

l'I tl-l+lrar

E Mac OS
E Mac + SoftWindows
E Mac + PC board
tr Unix

CPA
Intel 486 or higher

Needed memory
16 MB

Needed disk space
10 MB
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LESO-SHADE & LESO-COMFORT: TWO COMPUTER DESIGN TOOLS

Nicolas MOREL, Dimitrios LYMBERIS, LESO-PB/EPFL, 1015 Lausanne

ABSTRACT

LESO-SHADE and LESO-COMFORT [] are two PC-tools intended to complete the computer design tool
LESOSAI (monthly heat balance of a building) [2]. They can also partly be used as stand-alone tools.

The first tool (LESO-SIIADE) allows the calculation of shading factors on any facade or surface (e.g. a

window) of a building, caused by the surrounding obstacles (other buildings, trees, walls, etc). The
calculated shading factor can be tabulated either hour by hour, or as a monthly average. The definition of the
geometry (studied building and surrounding) is done using a graphical and user-friendly interface.

The second tool (LESO-COMFORT) allows an evaluation of thermal comfort during a selected period (e.g.

during the hottest part of summer), using a classical dynamic simulation computer code connected to the

LESO-COMFORT code itself. The progam uses the data already defined for LESOSAI, and only a very
few additional datahave to be introduced by the user.

RESUME

LESO-SHADE et LESO-COMFORT [1] sont deux outils PC destinds d compl6ter le programme LESOSAI
(bilan thermique mensuel d'un bdtimenQ [2]. Ils peuvent aussi 6tre utilis6s ind6pendamment.

Le premier outil (LESO-SHADE) permet le calcul des facteurs d'ombrage sur n'importe quelle fagade ou

surface (par exemple une fen€tre) d'un bAtiment, d0 aux obstacles environnants (autres bdtiments, arbres,

murs, etc). Le facteur d'ombrage calculd peut 6tre tabul6 soit heure par heure, soit mensuellement. La
ddfinition de la scdne g6om6trique (b6timent 6tudi6 et environnement) est rdalis6e au moyen d'un interface
graphique ergonomique.

Le deuxidme outil (LESO-COMFORT) permet une 6valuation du confort thermique durant une p6riode

donn6e (par exemple la partie la plus chaude de l'6t6), en utilisant un programme de simulation dynamique
traditionnel connect6 A LESO-COMFORT lui-m€me. Le programme utilise les donn6es ddji d6finies par

LESOSAI, et ne n6cessite I'introduction par I'utilisateur que de peu de donndes suppl6mentaires.

1. LESO.SHADE

The LESO-SHADE software allows the definition of a complete scene (including the building under study

and the surrounding obstructions for solar radiation), the calculation ofsolar shading coefficients, and the

output of the calculated values (either written to files, or displayed on the computer screen). The structure of
the whole software is made of two main blocks: the user interface (including the scene editor, the two- and

three-dimensional visualization of the scene, and the shading factor display interface) written in Visual Basic
and the calculation engine, written in CJanguage for a maximum speed (for a short description, see the

specification sheet).

The first part of the user interface allows the definition of the scene to be studied for shading. It includes the

building(s) for which shading factors have to be evaluated (for whole facades or any sub-surface), and the

various surrounding obstacle (trees, walls, other buildings). Fixed solar protections (overhangs, sidefins) are

also possible.

The second part of the user interface allows the display of results, which can be any of the list below:
. a 3-dimensional perspective view of the scene, from a point freely definable by the user;
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o a 3-dimensional view of the scene from the sun's direction, allowing to see which construction elements

are shaded from direct radiation;
. display of hourly or monthly shading factors for any of the building facades calculated;
o writing of hourly or monthly shading factors on a file to be read by a spreadsheet software (e.g. Excel);
. writing of monthly shading factors to a LESOSAI [2] building file.

2. LESO.COMFORT

The LESO-COIvIFORT software is basically an intelligent and user-friendly interface to a conventional
dynamic building simulation program. The user does not have to describe the building to be studied from
scratch. Instead, the building is supposed to be already defined, using the LESOSAI software [2]. The

structure of the whole software is made of two main blocks: the user interface, written in Visual Basic, and

the simulation progtrm, written in C-language (an existing simulation program, PASSIM [3], has been used
in the LESO-COMFORT software). An additional translator for converting the LESOSAI building file into a
file suitable for the simulation program has been written: this translator not only reformats the building
objects, but also creates the nodal network equivalent which is needed for the simulation program.

The LESO-COMFORT input interface allows then to complete the description and write the additional
characteristics needed for a dynamic simulation into the .BLD file produced by the LESOSAI software:
r wall, roof and floor characteristics (choice of one element from a list of library elements);
. thermal zone characteristics (occupancy, heating/cooling, air renewal and window opening, artificial

lighting use);
o global building characteristics (simulation times, heating/cooling season).

The output interface allows the user to get the results of the simulation in a convenient way. The priority has

been given to graphical output, in the form of x/t diagrams (a variable plotted in function of simulation time)
and histograms (repartition of variable values into classes). Several variables are available (please refer to
the software sheet below for a complete list), among them the comfort indexes like the PMV (Predicted
Mean Vote) or the PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied Persons) following the Fanger's formalism [4].
Tabulated values are also available, and can be read by a standard spreadsheet software like Excel.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Both LESO-SHADE and LESO-COMFORT software packages are now available as final beta-versions.

They will be very useful to many LESOSAI users, but also to other persons, filling some obvious gaps in the
possibilities which are offered to the building designers: allowing the calculation of shading factors for any

building facade or window, and a real evaluation of thermal comfort, especially during hot season (which is
the most frequent reason to use a detailed simulation program in the practice). The packages are available in
three languages (English, French, German), together with both a user manual [5] [6] and an on-line help
facility (both only in English). The manuals include a complete description of all the algorithms used for the

calculations, and a short description of the calculation engines and the file formats.
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